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Boundary layer transition along the leeward symmetry plane of axisymmetric bodies at non-

zero angle of attack in supersonic flow was investigated experimentally and numerically as part 

of joint research between the Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency (JAXA) and National 

Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA). Transition over four axisymmetric bodies 

(namely, Sears-Haack body, semi-Sears-Haack body, straight cone and flared cone) with 

different axial pressure gradients was measured in two different facilities with different unit 

Reynolds numbers. The semi-Sears-Haack body and flared cone were designed at JAXA to 

broaden the range of axial pressure distributions. For a body shape with an adverse pressure 

gradient (i.e., flared cone), the experimentally measured transition patterns show an earlier 

transition location along the leeward symmetry plane in comparison with the neighboring 
azimuthal locations.  For nearly zero pressure gradient (i.e.,straight cone), this feature is only 

observed at the larger unit Reynolds number.  Later transition along the leeward plane was 

observed for the remaining two body shapes with a favorable pressure gradient. The observed 

transition patterns are only partially consistent with the numerical predictions based on linear 

stability analysis. Additional measurements are used in conjunction with the stability 

computations to explore the phenomenon of leeward line transition and the underlying 

transition  mechanism in further detail.   

Nomenclature 

C = heat capacitance of polysulphone 

Cp = surface pressure coefficient (p-p∞)/( ½ ρ∞U∞
2) 

L = model length   
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M = Mach number  

N = logarithmic amplification ratio of instability waves relative to the station where they first begin  

  to amplify 

P = pressure  

p’RMS = root-mean-square static pressure fluctuation scaled by ½ ρ∞U∞
2, the dynamic pressure in free-stream 

qw = heat flux across model wall 
R(x)                 = local radius at axial location x 

Runit                 = unit Reynolds number  

Rx                     = local Reynolds number based on free-stream velocity and kinematic viscosity 

t = time 

T = temperature  

U = velocity   

x = axial location with respect to cone apex  

α = angle of  attack   

δ = boundary layer thickness  

κ = boundary layer thickness thermal conductivity   

φ = circumferential (i.e., azimuthal) angle with respect to the leeward plane of symmetry 

ρ = density 
ψ = the angle of wave number vector of the most amplified disturbance mode with respect to inviscid  
  streamline at the body surface  

 

FC = flared cone 

SC = straight cone 

SH = Sears-Haack body 

SSH = semi Sears-Haack body 

0 = stagnation condition 

∞ = free-stream condition 

 

I. Introduction 

PPLICATION of laminar flow technology to airplane lifting surfaces (i.e., wing and empennage) has been 

extensively investigated over the years.  Viscous drag reduction for the wing and empennage surfaces leads to 

an increased relative contribution to the overall drag from turbulent flow over the fuselage and, in turn, increases the 

potential for further improvement in aerodynamic efficiency via natural laminar flow (NLF) over the fuselage 

surface, especially near the nose of the aircraft.  Vijgen and Holmes1 argued that a laminar nose region also 

decreases the turbulent drag over the rest of the fuselage and has a favorable impact on the wing-fuselage 

interaction.  According to them, a total of 30 percent laminar flow over the fuselage of an advanced, subsonic 

business jet aircraft can lead to nearly 7 percent reduction in the total drag.  Component drag budgets for supersonic 

aircraft with various planform shapes2 suggest that smaller yet comparable reductions in total drag may also be 
expected through NLF on the fuselage nose.  Despite the potential for viscous drag reduction via increased NLF 

over the fuselage, the pertinent experimental database is rather limited in general and almost non-existent for 

supersonic aircraft.  As an initial step to help alleviate this deficiency, the present paper addresses the combined 

effects of angle-of-attack and axial pressure gradient on boundary layer transition over canonical shapes of 

axisymmetric bodies, with an emphasis on transition characteristics near the leeward line of symmetry.   

 Transition in boundary layers on axisymmetric bodies in supersonic flow has been extensively studied in the 

literature.  Particularly noteworthy in this context are the tests on a common 5-degree half-angle cone model at zero 

angle of incidence in various wind tunnel facilities as well as in flight,3 and the quiet tunnel measurements of a 

different 5-deg cone model at zero and nonzero angles of incidence in the Mach 3.5 Supersonic Low Disturbance 

Tunnel at NASA Langley.4,5 

Despite the simplicity of the body shape, supersonic flow over a straight cone with circular cross section is known 
to exhibit a rich transition behavior. At a zero angle of incidence (α = 0), the boundary layer flow is axisymmetric; 

hence, transition at supersonic free-stream Mach numbers is dominated by first mode instability. At nonzero angles 

of attack, the boundary layer becomes three dimensional and the inviscid streamlines at the surface become curved 

due to the azimuthal pressure gradient from the windward to the leeward side. Therefore crossflow occurs and the 

boundary layer over the side region (i.e., in between the windward and leeward planes of symmetry) becomes 
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increasingly susceptible to crossflow instability as the angle of attack is increased. At Mach 2, for instance, 

crossflow transition first occurs at approximately 60 degrees on either side of the leeward symmetry plane.6  Even at 

a finite angle of attack, supersonic boundary layer flow along the windward symmetry plane has been shown to 

exhibit a nearly self-similar behavior analogous to the case of zero incidence7 and, furthermore, the instability 

amplification within this plane has been shown to remain dominated by first mode instability. 

It is well-known from early work on supersonic flow past straight cones7 that, over an intermediate range of 
angles of attack (i.e., α values that are not close to zero but are below the range where significant crossflow 

separation is observed:somewhat less than the cone half angle), the boundary layer flow along the leeward plane of 

symmetry evolves rather differently than elsewhere on the cone surface.  Specifically, the convergence of low-speed 

secondary flow from both sides of the leeward symmetry plane leads to a lift-up effect within the plane of symmetry, 

and hence to a significant thickening of the boundary layer along the leeward plane.  The thicker boundary layer 

profiles exhibit a strong inflectional behavior, and hence are more unstable than the boundary layer flow in the 

adjoining region of the cone.   

Preliminary computations performed at the beginning of this effort showed that the boundary layer profiles along 

the leeward symmetry plane are highly sensitive to the magnitude of the axial pressure gradient. When the pressure 

gradient along the leeward ray is favorable, such as for the flow past the Sears-Haack body at a small angle of attack, 

the lift-up effect within the leeward symmetry plane is substantially reduced.  Essentially, the acceleration of the 

streamwise velocity component enables the flow to carry the low-speed fluid converging from both sides of the 
leeward plane. Consequently, the velocity profiles along the leeward ray can remain non-inflectional over longer 

distances, resulting in a more stable boundary layer flow.  This alters the relative locations of transition location 

along the leeward plane and the earliest location of crossflow-induced transition over the side of the cone.  Indeed, 

major changes in the transition front characteristics can occur as the body shape is varied.  An understanding of 

these changes is relevant to the aerodynamic design of an aircraft nose targeting a longer region of NLF.   

Transition fronts with three local minima, one along the leeward ray and one each due to crossflow transition on 

either side have previously been observed and/or predicted in the context of straight cones6,8−10 and a delta wing 
configuration.11 However, the physics of transition along the leeward plane and the effect of streamwise pressure 

gradient on the corresponding transition location has not been scrutinized in detail, perhaps due to the narrow width 

of the transition lobe centered on the leeward ray and/or the low wall shear associated with the thicker boundary 

layer in that region.  The latter factors aside, the ubiquitous nature of analogous transition patterns in the context of 

fully 3D high-speed flows over slender bodies12,13 makes it even more useful to examine the transition process along 

the leeward symmetry plane in greater detail. 
To that end, boundary layer transition along the leeward ray of axisymmetric bodies at a nonzero angle of attack 

in supersonic flow was investigated both experimentally and numerically as part of joint research between JAXA 

and NASA. The objective of this research program is to improve the knowledge base for transition mechanisms 

relevant to the nose region of the fuselage. More in-depth computational analysis with an emphasis on transition 

behavior adjacent to and away from the leeward ray will be described in a separate paper. Another complementary 

component of the joint research involves quiet tunnel measurements and coordinated computations for a 7-degree 

circular cone at both zero and non-zero angles of incidence in NASA’s Mach 3.5 Supersonic Low Disturbance 

Tunnel.14   

 The following section introduces the four different axisymmetric bodies with varying axial pressure gradients, 

which were used during the present investigation.  Experimental measurements of transition are described in Section 

III.  Numerical results pertaining to both the mean velocity profiles along the leeward ray and the corresponding 
linear stability characteristics are described in Section IV.  More in-depth comparison between experimental 

measurements and the  numerical predictions is outlined in Section V.  Finally, a summary of the present work and 

concluding remarks are presented in Section VI. 

II. Model Geometry and Flow Conditions 

The four different axisymmetric bodies targeted in the present investigation are the Sears-Haack body, a semi-

Sears-Haack body, a straight cone, and a flared cone.  The shapes of all four bodies are plotted in Fig. 1, wherein x 

denotes the axial coordinate relative to the cone apex and R represents the local body radius at a given station.    

The Sears-Haack body (abbreviated as SH in the following) produces the least wave drag for a given length and 

maximum diameter based on slender body theory (i.e., solution of the linearized potential equation).  Its shape is 

defined by the following expression for the streamwise distribution of local radius RSH(x): 

RSH(x) ＝ A0 [(x/LSH) {1－(x /LSH)}] ¾  ,          (1) 

where LSH＝1.194938m and A0＝0.09657m for cases SH-2deg-99 and SH-2deg-70 from Table 1. 
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The semi-Sears-Haack body (abbreviated as SSH in the following) corresponds to a linearly weighted mean of the 

radius distributions for the Sears-Haack body and straight cone, as expressed by the radius distribution: 

RSSH(x) ＝ 0.3 RSH(x) + 0.7 RSC(x),             (2) 

where RSC(x) corresponds to the local radius of the straight cone as defined below. 

The straight cone (abbreviated as SC in the following) geometry is defined by the cone half-angle Θ, which is 
equal to 5 degrees for the present study. The variation of model radius with the axial coordinate is defined as 

follows: 

RSC(x) ＝x tanΘ.                  (3) 

Two separate straight cone models were used in the experiments.  The first model, denoted as SC1, had an axial 

length of  L = 700 mm, whereas the other, shorter model (SC2) had an axial length of  L = 300 mm.   

 
 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

Figure 1.  Geometry of selected axisymmetric shapes.  Both abscissa and ordinate are in meters. 
 

 

Table 1: Summary of flow conditions and case notation 
 

Geometric Configuration Flow Condition 

Shape 
Angle of Attack 

(degrees) 

M∞ = 2 

P0 = 70kPa 

T∞ = 186K 
Tw/Tad  = 1.0 

P0 = 99kPa 

T∞ = 165K 

Tw/Tad  ≈ 1.08 

Runit/m ≈ 7.3×106 Runit/m = 12.2×106
 

Case Notation 

Sears-Haack body (SH) 

(L=330mm) 
2.0 

SH-2deg-70 SH-2deg-99 

Semi-Sears-Haack body (SSH) 

(L=330mm) 
SSH-2deg-70 SSH-2deg-99 

Straight cone (SC) with 5-degree half angle 

(L=700mm for SC1, L=300mm for SC2) 

0.0  SC1-0deg-99 

2.0 SC2-2deg-70 SC1-2deg-99 

Flared Cone (FC) 

(L=330mm) 
2.0 FC-2deg-70 FC-2deg-99 
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Finally, the flared cone (abbreviated as FC in the following) geometry is defined by the following distribution of 

model radius: 

RFC(x) = - 1.0478×10-9 x 4 + 6.9293×10-7 x 3 - 6.1497×10-5 x 2 + 6.998×10-2 x - 6.2485×10-4,    (4) 

where the axial coordinate x is measured in meters. 

 The semi-Sears-Haack body and flared cone configuration were originally designed in JAXA for investigating 

the influence of pressure gradient on the flow characteristics near the leeward symmetry plane.15  As mentioned in 
the Introduction, the effects of secondary flow convergence from both sides of the leeward symmetry plane and the 

associated lift-up of low-speed fluid away from the surface are expected to increase as the axial flow along this 

plane  goes from accelerated (SH, SSH) to nearly constant velocity along the cone axis (SC) to decelerated (FC). 

Table 1 provides a summary of the relevant test cases as well as introducing a composite notation that combines 

the information about the experimental model, angle-of-attack, and tunnel stagnation pressure.  For example, the 

case SC1-0deg-99 from Table 1 refers to the straight cone model SC1 at 0-degree incidence and a tunnel stagnation 

pressure of 99kPa.   

 

III. Experimental Measurements 

A. Wind Tunnel Facilities 
The wind tunnel experiments were conducted by JAXA in two different facilities, with the lead author of this 

paper as the principal investigator. The measurements in each facility provided information about the transition front 

over the model as well as the static pressure fluctuations in the free stream.  The first facility was the 0.2m×0.2m 
supersonic Wind Tunnel (SWT2) in JAXA.16 The SWT2 is a continuously running tunnel that allows independent 

and continuous variations in both Mach number (1.5 < M∞ < 2.5) and total pressure (55kPa < P0 < 100kPa). The 
nominally controlled total flow temperature T0 equals 335K, but can be increased if necessary by terminating the 

supply of the cooling water.  For the work described in this paper, the flow conditions for all tests in SWT2 were 

fixed at M∞  = 2, P0 = 70kPa, and T0 = 335K.  The second facility used in the present work was the 0.6m×0.6m High 
Speed Wind Tunnel at Fuji Heavy Industries in Japan, which is an in-draft type facility.  It will be denoted as FWT 

in this paper.  The freestream Mach number in FWT can be varied in steps, and was maintained at M∞ = 2 for the 
experiments reported herein. The total pressure P0 and total temperature T0 are almost atmospheric but cannot be 

prescribed.  Therefore the P0 and T0 values vary from run to run. However the magnitudes of these variations are 

small and result in a less than  5% variation in the unit Reynolds number.  For transition measurements, the original 

Schlieren window in both wind tunnels was replaced by a sapphire-glass window to enable the measurement of  

model surface temperature using an infrared (IR) camera.  

Neither SWT2 nor FWT incorporate any form of boundary layer control to delay transition in the nozzle wall 

boundary layer.  Hence, as in other conventional supersonic facilities, the tunnel disturbance environment is 
expected to include a substantial component due to the acoustic radiation from the turbulent boundary layers along 

the tunnel wall.  Somewhat surprisingly, however, the free-stream static pressure fluctuations in both facilities have 

been found to be rather low at the test Mach number of M∞ = 2 (p’RMS < 0.1%  in SWT2 and p’RMS = 0.04% for 
FWT).  Here, p’RMS denotes the root-mean-square value of the surface pressure fluctuation scaled by the dynamic 

pressure of the free-stream and was measured using a Kulite pressure transducer mounted on a straight cone model 

at zero angle of attack.  Given the low amplitudes of free-stream disturbances, both facilities were deemed 

acceptable, at least for studying the mechanisms for transition within the boundary layer flow along the leeward 

plane.  As an independent a posteriori assessment of the tunnel disturbance environment, the transition Reynolds 

numbers for axisymmetric flow past a straight cone in SWT2 and FWT were compared with those in other 

conventional and low disturbance (i.e., quiet) wind tunnel facilities as well as those measured in a flight experiment.  

This comparison indicated that the transition behavior in SWT2 and FWT is effectively similar to that in other 

conventional wind tunnels in spite of the lower levels of free-stream pressure fluctuations in these two facilities.   

B. Test Models 
The geometric specifications of the four test models used for transition measurements were summarized in Table 

1.  Each model was made of polysulphone (PSU) with a stainless steel core.  Since the polysulphone resin was not 

suitable to process the sharp apex, the latter was made of stainless steel.  The aft end of the cone that connects with 

the model sting was also made of stainless steel.  Due care was taken to avoid any surface height discontinuities  at 

the juncture between the nose and the main part of cone.  The SC1 straight cone model was longer, with a total axial 

length of L = 700mm. The length of the SC2 straight cone model was 300mm and the length of all of the other 
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models was 330mm.  All models had a β-sting function in the form of a hinge that enabled the cone to be set at a 

nonzero yaw angle if necessary. The β-sting function permitted the observation of leeward and windward views 

from the side. To measure the surface pressure fluctuation p’RMS, a Kulite sensor was flush-mounted at x = 170mm. 

The apex shape was examined through micrographs and was found to have significant azimuthal variations. The  

apex diameter is defined as the diameter of a circular fit to the apex shape, averaged over photographs taken from 

four different directions.  The apex diameter determined in this manner was found to be different for each model, 
with the overall range being  0.041mm  to  0.260mm.   

The surface roughness was estimated by reproducing the roughness pattern on small samples of dental resin 

(Pattern Resin 1-1PKG). The resin was hardened together with a paper backing that could be easily peeled off with 

the help of a hole at the center of the paper. The reproduced roughness on the resin sample was measured with a 

laser displacement sensor (LT-8010; Keyence). The roughness amplitudes (measured as arithmetic mean of 

roughness heights) for all four models were nearly the same, approximately in the range of 0.6µm ~ 0.7µm.  
The effects of azimuthal variations near the cone apex and the surface roughness on either the mean flow or the 

disturbance evolution within the downstream region are not addressed in this paper.  Thus, all computations as 

reported in sections IV and V, respectively, are performed for the design configurations as shown earlier in Fig. 1. 

C.  Instrumentation and Measurement Methodologies 
Since the rate of heat transfer reflects the transport properties of the boundary layer flow, the transition front can 

be inferred as the locus of points associated with a rapid streamwise gradient in surface heat transfer. The surface 

temperature distribution was measured using an infra-red camera (TVS-8502, Nippon Avionics Co. Ltd.), and 
subsequently converted to a surface heat flux distribution under the assumption of semi-infinite, one-dimensional 

thermal conduction through a uniform medium with temperature invariant thermal properties. The heat transfer rate 

as a function of time function has been calculated according the following equation17:  
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Because of the relatively low thermal diffusivity of the insulative material of the model, the Fourier number 

(=κt/ρCR
2) based on the thickness (i.e. the local model radius) of the model remained less than 0.04 over the 

duration of the IR measurement.  These low values support the validity of the assumption of semi-infinite model 

thickness during the present experiments. For the tests conducted in FWT, the initial surface temperature distribution 

can be reasonably assumed to be uniform.  However, because of the long duration of the tests conducted in the 

closed circuit wind tunnel SWT2, the temperature distribution at the model surface has nearly reached an 

equilibrium at the start of the IR measurement and, therefore, the surface heat flux is very small.  To obtain a 

measurable heat flux, a small but sudden, i.e., step-like change was applied to the SWT2 stagnation temperature 

(∆T0 ≈ 5K)  after reaching the equilibrium temperature distribution for T0~335K. The 5 degrees variation in 
stagnation temperature is negligible from the standpoint of comparison with the numerical prediction, since it 

corresponds to just 2% variation in the unit Reynolds number.  The measured changes in surface temperature in 

response to the change in T0 were used in conjunction with Eq. 5 to estimate the heat transfer rates during the SWT2 
tests.  The initial temperature in this case was based on the meaured distribution of equilibrium temperature before 

the step-like change in stagnation temperature was applied. An analogous technique for IR-based transition 

measurements was used during a recent flight experiment involving crossflow transition at a low subsonic Mach 

number.18 The heat transfer distributions inferred via the procedure outlined above are shown in Fig. 2, where the 

transition front is clearly marked by a sharp, negative streamwise gradient in the images corresponding to the 

measurements in FWT and by a sharp positive gradient for the images acquired in the closed circuit tunnel SWT2.  

The reason behind the opposite gradients in heat transfer distributions in the two facilities is clarified in subsection 

D below. 

Phosphor thermography and temperature-sensitive-paint (TSP) techniques are commonly utilized for transition 

detection in high-speed boundary layers.  However, compared to these techniques, measurements using an IR 

camera have the advantage that it does not affect the smoothness of the measurement surface.  Maintaining the 
surface finish is particularly important for the present study because of the potential significance of stationary 

crossflow instability for transition over the side region of the cone models (i.e., away from the symmetry planes).  

The stationary crossflow modes can be easily excited by surface roughness, such as that introduced by the 

application of the phosphor coating or the TSP.  Hence, the latter two measurement techniques can artificially 

influence the natural transition process over the body surface and thus were not used during the current study.  

Surface pressure fluctuations on the SC2 and FC models were measured by a single Kulite sensor (XCS-062), 

which was flush-mounted at the axial location of x = 170mm on each of those models.  The sensor size corresponds 
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to a diameter of 1.6mm.   The acquired signal was analyzed using a 16-bit multi-functional digital FFT analyzer 

(CF-5210; ONO-SOKKI).  

D. Pattern of heat transfer distribution   
Heat transfer maps for the test conditions of interest are shown in Figures 2(a) through 2(h).  The pair of white 

arrows in each of these figures indicates the lateral boundary of the region of IR measurement and the two black 

arrows indicate the edge of the wind tunnel model. The yellow arrows indicate the location of an aluminum tape, 
which was used as a fiduciary mark along the rear section of the model. A thin black transverse  arrow is used in 

each figure (with the exception of Fig. 2(c)) to indicate a reference  location along the model axis. The absence of 

the thin black transverse arrow in Fig. 2(c) is due to the low accuracy of the reference aluminum tape for the SSH-

2deg-99 case. 

It may be noted that the heat transfer distributions at P0 = 70kPa and P0 = 99kPa have opposite signs.  The data at 

P0 = 70kPa was acquired in SWT2 by terminating the cooling water to apply a step change in the stagnation 

temperature of the flow.  As a result, the direction of heat transfer is from the flow to the model surface (i.e., qw > 0).  

On the other hand, the model temperature for the P0 = 99kPa runs in the short duration facility FWT is higher than 

the adiabatic surface temperature and, therefore, the flow cools the model, i.e., qw < 0.  Nevertheless, in both cases, 

the transition location corresponds to a rapid rise in the magnitude of the surface heat flux.   

For the SH body, transition at P0 = 99kPa is first seen to occur over the side of the cone, i.e., away from the 

leeward plane of symmetry (Fig. 2(a)).  There is actually a local maximum in the transition location along the 
leeward ray, so that the overall shape of the transition front on the unrolled surface of the SH body (such that the 

leeward ray is located along the center)  resembles a “W” shape that has been rotated anticlockwise by 90 degrees.  

Henceforth, this shape will be referred to as the “sideways W” pattern.  The upstream transition over the side region 

is believed to have been caused by  crossflow instabilities in that region.  The shape of this crossflow transition lobe 

is analogous to that seen previously during quiet tunnel measurements of a Mach 3.5 delta-wing configuration as 

well as in the course of conventional facility measurements for a yawed circular cone at Mach 6.  The cause of 

transition along the leeward ray (where the crossflow velocity is identically zero because of symmetry) is not 

immediately obvious.  It could have been initiated by the amplification of linear instabilities of the laminar flow in 

its vicinity or induced by turbulent contamination from the adjacent region.  Fig. 2(b) shows that in the lower 

Reynolds number case SH-2deg-70, the boundary layer flow remained laminar over the entire body surface. Figs. 

2(c) and 2(d) reveal that, similar to the SH configuration, the SSH body shape also exhibits the “sideways W” 
shaped transition pattern, with an earlier transition location away from the leeward ray.  The main difference 

between the transition patterns over the two bodies is that for SSH, transition is observed to occur even in the lower 

Reynolds number case (Fig. 2 d)). 

The high Reynolds number case SC-2deg-99 (Fig. 2(e)) for the straight cone configuration indicates a qualitative 

change from the transition pattern observed for the SH and SSH body shapes.  The transition front in this case 

includes an additional, narrow lobe centered on the leeward ray, indicating a different cause of transition than the 

crossflow instability that dominates the outer two lobes within the transition front.  Because the earliest transition 

location within the center lobe occurs along the leeward ray, one may reasonably assume that the underlying cause 

of transition is the amplification of instabilities along the leeward ray.  It is seen, however, that the transition 

location along the leeward ray is still significantly farther downstream from the earliest onset of transition within the 

side region.  This may be due to the fact that for α = 2 degrees, the secondary flow leading to the thickening of the 
leeward plane boundary layer is still relatively weak.  Consistent with this conjecture, Fig. 2(f) for case SC-2deg-70 

shows that the center lobe disappears when the unit Reynolds number is decreased and one recovers the “sideways 
W” shaped transition pattern discussed earlier for the SSH and SH bodies.    

The three lobed transition front observed in the higher Reynolds number straight cone case (SC-2deg-99) is also 

observed in both high and low Reynolds number cases involving the flared cone (Figs. 2(g-(h)).  Furthermore, the 

transition front for both FC cases indicates a marked reversal in the relative streamwise positions of the center lobe 

and the outer lobes respectively, in comparison with the high Reynolds number straight cone case discussed earlier 

(Fig. 2(e)).  In particular, the initial onset of transition along the center lobe is now significantly upstream in 

comparison the transition location anywhere along the outer lobes.  Overall, the transition front images from Fig. 2 

indicate a progressively stronger transition mechanism along the leeward ray as the axial pressure gradient becomes 

increasingly less favorable in going from the SH body (modestly favorable) to FC (modestly adverse).    

E. Extraction of transition location 
The heat transfer maps from the previous subsection outlined the qualitative nature of transition patterns over the 

canonical nose configurations of interest.   The present subsection describes quantitative estimates of  the transition 
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(a) SH-2deg-99 

 

(b) SH-2deg-70 

 
(c) SSH-2deg-99 

 

(d) SSH-2deg-70 

 
(e) SC-2deg-99 

 

(f) SC-2deg-70 

 

(g) FC-2deg-99 

 

(h) FC-2deg-70 

 

Figure 2.  Heat transfer distributions for test conditions of interest (top view, approximately centered on 

the leeward symmetry plane). 
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Figure 3.   Sample variation of temperature difference along a iso-azimuthal angle line (φ=-20deg). 

 

 

(a) Transition onset front 
superposed on surface map of ∆T 

(b) Similar to (a), but mid-point 
of transition zone 

(c) Similar to (a), but end of 
transition zone 

∆T[deg]

   

   

(d) Comparison of transition fronts based on different criteria (blue dots enclosed in white circles denote transition 

locations along selected generators of the cone surface), along with ratios of respective transition locations 

 

 
Figure 4. Illustration of extracted transition locations based on three different criteria  

(Configuration FC-2deg-99).  
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front in the relevant cases. The transition location was extracted from the maps of “temperature difference (∆T)” 

between two selected instants of time for a given run.  For the short duration tests carried out in FWT, the two 

selected times correspond, respectively, to the time t=t1 when the flow condition was stabilized in FWT and some 

later instant t=t2 (t2 > t1) when a measurable temperature difference had been established with respect to t=t1. The 

corresponding times for the tests in SWT2 are  based on the beginning and the end of the surface temperature 
response to the step-like change in stagnation temperature.   

Axial variations in ∆T along selected cone generators (corresponding to lines of constant azimuthal angle along 

the cone surface) are extracted from the surface maps of ∆T using the location of an aluminum tape as a reference as 

mentioned previously.  For each curve of this type, the transition region and the laminar and turbulent flow regions 

immediately upstream and downstream of the transition region are each approximated by a linear segment (Fig. 3).  

The point of intersection between the laminar and transitional segments corresponds to the onset of transition, 

whereas the point of intersection between the transitional and turbulent segments defines the end of transition.  Mid-

point of the straight line segment connecting the onset- and end-of-transition locations defines the mid-point of the 

transition zone. 

An illustration of the transition fronts extracted using the above method is shown in Fig. 4, which corresponds to 

the FC-2deg-99 configuration.   The blue dots enclosed within white circles in Figs. 4(a) through 4(c) correspond to 

the inferred loci for the beginning, mid-point, and end of transition, respectively.  The locations of these blue dots 
are extracted from the axial variations in ∆T along selected cone generators.   The shift in blue dot locations relative 

to the base map of ∆T indicates the progression from the beginning (Fig. 4(a)) to the end of transition (Fig. 4(c)).  

For comparison with transition predictions based on N-factor methods, the locus of transition onset (i.e., beginning 

of transition) is more important than the other two loci.  However, the primary goal behind these experiments was to 

understand the transition charateristics in the vicinity of the leeward plane and not to enable an accurate comparisons 

with numerically predicted N-factors.  With the primary objective in mind, it is both convenient and robust to define 

the transition front using the mid-point location, which may be visually associated with the middle of the region of 

highest axial gradient in the surface map of ∆T.  Accordingly, the midpoint locus is used as the measured transition 

location in the remaining part of this paper.   

Fig. 4(d) indicates that the transition fronts based on the three different measures tend to be parallel to each other.   

The ratios of onset to end locations, and mid-point to end location as a function of the azimuthal angle are also 
plotted in Fig. 4(d).  The average ratio of the onset to end locations is approximately 0.85, and the ratio of midpoint 

to end location is approximately 0.92.  These ratios are close to those obtained during the Fisher-Dougherty flight 

experiment,3 with the exception of the φ = -15deg meridian for which the above ratios have rather low values. The 

results in Fig. 4 also imply that the transition onset is less than 10% upstream from the midpoint of the transition 

zone, at least in this particular case (FC-2deg-99).       

Transition fronts for the  9 cases from Table 1 are shown in Figs. 5(a)-(i). The light brown circles in these figures 

indicate the transition front based on the top view of the model, whereas the the dark brown circles indicate the 

transition front inferred from the side view of the model under the same flow conditions.   There are clear but 

modest differences between the transition fronts inferred from the two views of each model.  These differences 

reflect the  uncertainty in mapping the IR image to surface coordinates.  The factors contributing to this uncertainty 

include: curvature of model surface, possible inaccuracy in the location(s) of the  aluminum tape used as a fiduciary 

mark, and inadequate resolution of the IR images.  It may be noted that transition fronts for the SH-2deg-70 and 
SSH-2deg-99 cases were not extracted, since transition did not occur  for SH-2deg-70 case and the accuracy of the 

reference aluminum tape was rather low for SSH-2deg-99 case. On the other hand, the transition location is not 

extracted in the leeward ray region for SSH-2deg-70 case, since it occurs very far downstream and cannot be 

extracted from the IR measurement.  The open diamond and circle in Figs. 5(a)-(i) correspond, respectively, to 

transition locations along the leeward ray and the minimum of the crossflow transition lobe on the side, as described 

below. 

Next, two separate scalar measures of the overall transition front are extracted from the results shown in Fig. 5.  

These two measures correspond, respectively, to the transition location on the leeward ray and the earliest location 

of the side lobe associated with crossflow transition.  The values of both measures for each of the relevant cases are 

summarized in Table 2. Because of the previously mentioned discrepancies between transition fronts based on the 

side and top views, the values of the scalar measures are averaged over the two views as necessary.  The transition 
locations for the FC-2deg-99 and FC-2deg-70 configurations are monotonically increasing functions of the  

azimuthal angle φ from the leeward ray and, hence, the minimum of the side lobe could not be identified. Therefore, 

the location at  φ =30 degrees is listed in the Table. The transition front measures extracted in this manner are are 

shown in Figs.5(a)-(i) by a large black open diamond and circle, respectively. (Fig. 5(j) corresponds to purely  
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(a) SH-2deg-99 (b) SH-2deg-70 

  
(c) SSH-2deg-99 (d) SSH-2deg-70 

  
(e) SC-2deg-99 (f) SC-2deg-70 

  
(g) FC-2deg-99 (h) FC-2deg-70 

  
 

Figure 5.  N-factor contours based on envelope method for selected test conditions. 
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(i) SC-0deg-99 (j) Leeward plane corresponds to Y=0 for SC-2deg- 99 

 

 
 

 

Figure 5.  N-factor contours based on envelope method for selected test conditions (continued). 

 

 

Table 2: Summary of transition locations 

 

Shape 
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(a) Frequency spectra of measured surface pressure 

fluctuations along leeward ray 

(b) Predicted N-factors as functions of disturbance 

frequency 

  
Figure 6.  Comparison between frequency spectra of measuredsurface pressure fluctuations and the N-

factor predictions as a function of disturbance frequency for  the SC-2deg-70 configuration.  
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computational results and, therefore, is discussed later in Section V.)  The transition Reynolds number of 4.29 

million for the straight cone at zero angle of attack falls between the range of transition Reynolds numbers observed 

in previous flight experiments and conventional wind tunnel measurements for slightly higher Mach numbers 

(M=2.5 to 4.0) but similar values of unit Reynolds number.3,4  The fact that the measured transition Reynolds 

numbers are considerably lower than those in flight19 cannot be easily reconciled with the low values of measured 

free-stream pressure fluctuations in the SWT2 and FWT facilities.  A more detailed study of the free-stream 
disturbance environment may help explain this finding. 

Surface pressure fluctuations measured using the Kulite sensor can provide potentially useful information 

concerning boundary layer disturbances at the sensor location.  The azimuthal location of the sensor could be varied, 

allowing one to obtain measurements at multiple values of φ. Fig. 6(a) shows the frequency spectra of surface 

pressure fluctuations for three different values of φ in the case of the SC-2deg-70 configuration.  The spectra for φ = 

0 deg and φ = 90 deg reveal high amplitude disturbances within specific frequency bands indicating the presence of 

potential instability amplification.   The frequencies corresponding to the spectral peaks of surface pressure 

fluctuation at the kulite location are approximately 20kHz for φ = 0 deg (i.e., the leeward symmetry plane) and 40 

kHz when φ = 90 deg. No significant  disturbance was observed along the windward ray (φ=180deg) in this 

particular case.  A comparison between these measured spectra and the linear stability predictions from Fig. 6(b) is 

postponed until Section V. 

IV. Mean Flow Computations 

A. Computational Methodologies 
The laminar basic state at each test condition was obtained using numerical solutions to the compressible Navier-

Stokes equations.  Due to the long duration of the tests in SWT2, the test model reaches thermal equilibrium with 

the surrounding flow and, hence, the thermal boundary condition at the model surface corresponds to an adiabatic 

wall.  On the other hand, an isothermal boundary condition is more appropriate for the short duration tests 

corresponding to a higher stagnation pressure (P0 = 99kPa) in FWT.  For the FWT test conditions, the estimated 

recovery temperature (based on a recovery factor of 0.85) is 277 K.  Thus, the isothermal model temperature of T = 

300K used for the mean flow computations corresponds to Tw/Tad ≈ 1.08.   
Two different flow solvers were used for this purpose and extensive comparisons were made between the 

respective solutions to ensure that the computed mean flow solutions were independent of the code.  Computations 
with adiabatic thermal wall boundary conditions were performed using the 3D, multi-block, structured-grid flow 

solver UPACS, 20 which was developed at JAXA.  Independent computations for the same test conditions were 

performed at NASA using an analogous 3D, multi-block, structured-grid flow solver, VULCAN,21 that was 

developed at NASA Langley Research Center.  Additional computations were done with the VULCAN code to 

compute the basic state solutions corresponding to the isothermal wall boundary condition (Tw = 300 K).  The nose 

radius of each axisymmetric configuration was assumed to be zero for the UPCAS computations, whereas the 

VULCAN computations used a nonzero but tiny nose radius (approximately 4µm) that was resolved with 

approximately 65 streamwise points in the nose region.   

The UPACS based computations at JAXA were based on a typical grid size of 120 points in the streamwise 

direction, 150 points in the surface normal direction, and more than 193 points in the azimuthal (i.e., 

circumferential) direction.  On the other hand, computations at NASA were based on a typical grid size of 610 

points in the streamwise direction, 353 points in the surface normal direction, and more than 257 points in the 
azimuthal direction.  The wall-normal grid distribution was similar for both flow solvers.   

The grid independence of computed solutions was confirmed via preliminary comparisons between solutions on 

different grid sizes.  To establish the grid convergence of the basic state solutions in a definitive manner, the 

VULCAN computations used a wider range of grid sizes, including up to 50 times larger than the grid sizes 

mentioned above.  In order to provide sufficiently accurate description of the basic state for linear stability analysis, 

the UPACS grids had at least 50 to 80 grid points in the boundary layer and more than 80 points in the case of the 

VULCAN solutions. This type of wall-normal resolution had been found to be sufficient for linear stability analysis 

in a related study conducted previously.  The azimuthal grids were clustered near the leeward ray in order to capture 

the potential influence of azimuthal diffusion on the boundary layer flow in the vicinity of the symmetry plane.  

B. Surface Pressure Distributions 
Figures 7(a) through 7(d) display the contours of surface pressure coefficient for each of the four body shapes 

at 2-degrees angle of inclidence.  Regardless of the body shape, there is a negative azimuthal pressure gradient at 
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any fixed axial station, which drives a circumferential flow from the windward to the leeward side and, hence, 

causes the boundary layer flow to become fully three-dimensional.  

The pressure gradient in the axial direction varies with the body shape. As alluded to previously, it is favorable 

along the SH and SSH body shapes, but almost zero for the SC and adverse for the FC. The favorable pressure 

gradient along the length of the SSH body is weaker in comparison with that along the SH body. 

 

(a) SH-2deg-99 (b) SSH-2deg-99 

 

 
 

(c) SC-2deg-99 (d) FC-2deg-99 

  
Figure 7.  Surface pressure distribution at αααα = 2 degrees. (φ = 0: leeward plane, φ = 180: windward plane) 

  

 

C. Mean Velocity Profiles along the Leeward Symmetry Plane 
The streamwise development of  the UPACS based mean velocity profiles along the leeward ray at 2-degrees 

angle of incidence is shown in Figs. 8(a) through 8(d).  For the purpose of comparison, velocity profiles for the 

axisymmetric flow over the SC body (case SC-0deg-99) are shown in Fig. 8(e).  The latter set of profiles are 

virtually self-similar as seen from the collapse of all three curves in Fig. 8(e).  In contrast, the leeward plane profiles 

in the SH-2deg-99 case continue to develop in the streamwise direction and are not self-similar.  The variation in 

velocity profiles over a similar range of locations becomes stronger as the magnitude of the favorable pressure 
gradient in the streamwise direction is reduced from the SH body shape (Fig. 8(a)) to the SSH body shape (Fig. 8(b)).  

By inspecting the derivatives of the velocity profiles, it is found that the profiles downstream of x = 0.1m exhibit a 

slight inflection.  The existence of inflection is even visually obvious in the case of velocity profiles along the 

leeward ray of the SC-2deg-99 configuration (Fig. 8(c)) and becomes stronger when the axial pressure gradient 

becomes negative (case FC-2deg-99 in Fig. 8(d)).    Of course, the strong effects of boundary-layer lift-up as seen 

from the FC-2deg-99 profile at x = 0.30113m are unlikely to be observed in practice, because the boundary layer 

flow should transition to turbulence well ahead of this station.   

D. Comparison between computations based on UPACS and VULCAN solvers 
The laminar basic states computed with the UPACS and VULCAN flow solvers were compared with each 

other to establish that the boundary layer profiles used for stability analysis were independent of the flow solver and 

the grid topology used. To illustrate the comparison between the two sets of solutions, the streamwise variation of 

boundary layer thickness δ, and boundary layer profiles of streamwise velocity and temperature at select stations 
within the leeward symmetry plane are shown in Figs. 9(a)-(c), respectively. Here, the boundary layer thickness is 

based on the location where the relation ( )[ ] ( )[ ]walldyUddyUd ρδρ ×= 01.0  is satisfied.   
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 Fig. 9(a) shows that the boundary layer thicknesses obtained from the UPACS and VULCAN solutions for the 

adiabatic surface condition agree very well with each other. Furthermore, the comparison between the VULCAN 

solutions for adiabatic and isothermal surface conditions indicates that the effect of thermal boundary condition on 

boundary layer thickness is small.  Although omitted from this paper, other quantities at the boundary layer edge, 

such as the edge pressure and edge density distribution along the body length  are also in good agreement among the 

three solutions (namely, adiabatic case with UPACS and VULCAN, and isothermal case with VULCAN). The wall-
normal profiles of temperature and density as obtained from the UPACS and VULCAN computations for the 

adiabatic wall case are also in agreement with each other; however, as may be expected, these two sets of profiles 

show visible differences from those corresponding to the isothermal surface (Fig. 9(c)).  On the other hand, the 

profiles of streamwise velocity based on all three solutions show relatively small differences (Fig. 9(b)), indicating 

that the velocity profiles are less sensitive to the thermal boundary condition at the surface.  Even smaller 

differences are seen between the velocity profiles based on the UPACS and VULCAN solutions for an adiabatic 

wall.  Since grid convergence of the VULCAN solutions had been established, these very small differences between 

the VULCAN AND UPACS solutions for an adiabatic wall are attributed to slight shortcomings of grid resolution in 

the UPACS solution; furthermore, these differences were noticeable only in the vicinity of the leeward plane and not 

over the rest of the cone.    

V. Linear Stability Analysis and Comparison with Measurements 

The laminar mean flows described in the previous section were used as basic states for linear stability analysis to 

understand the measured transition characteristics near the leeward ray.  Computations were performed using the 

LSTAB6 code developed at JAXA and the LASTRAC22 code developed at NASA Langley Research Center.  A 

selected set of results based on the eN methodology is described below. 

A. Envelope Method  
The envelope method correlates the transition location with the logarithmic amplification ratio (i.e., N-factor) 

based on the most amplified fixed frequency disturbances.  For each frequency, the N-factor distribution over the 

body surface is determined by integrating the maximum growth rate over all azimuthal wave numbers at each point 

along a selected set of trajectories.  In this paper, these trajectories are taken to be streamlines near the edge of the 

boundary layer. N-factor contours corresponding to LSTAB computations based on the UPACS mean flow solutions 

for 2-degree angle of incidence and both values of stagnation pressure in Table 1 (P0 = 99kPa and P0 = 70kPa )were 

included in Figs. 5(a) through 5(h), which were partially discussed in Section III in the context of the experimentally 

inferred transition fronts.  For the purpose of comparison, results pertaining to axisymmetric flow over the SC body 

are shown in Fig. 5(i).  As expected, an azimuthally invariant transition front is predicted in the last case. To enable 

an easier visual comparison between the experimentally measured heat transfer distributions in Fig. 2 and the N-
factor contours for a selected configuration, the top view of the N-factor contours for the SC-2deg-99 configuration 

is shown in Fig. 5(j), wherein the the horizontal axis (Y=0) corresponds to the leeward symmetry plane. 

N-factor contours for the SH body predict a later transition location along the leeward plane than the neighboring 

azimuthal locations, regardless of stagnation pressure P0 (Fig. 5(a),(b)). In contrast, computations for the other 3 

body shapes (Figs. 5(b) through 5(h)) predict a 3-lobed transition front including a center lobe that is indicative of an 

earlier transition location along  the leeward ray in comparison with the adjacent azimuthal locations. The center 

lobe moves progressively farther upstream as the streamwise pressure gradient changes from mildly favorable (SSH) 

to nearly zero (SC) to adverse (FC).  This upstream movement of transition location along the leeward ray is 

attributed to the higher amplification rates associated with increasingly thicker, and highly inflectional velocity 

profiles along the leeward plane (Fig. 8).  This predicted movement is also consistent with the measured trend in 

transition location along the leeward ray as a function of the body shape as described earlier in Fig. 2.  

As shown in Fig. 5(e), the earliest transition in the SC-2deg-99 case is predicted to occur along the leeward ray 
(φ = 0) rather than along the adjoining side surface. The integration trajectories used for N-factor calculations in this 

case are also shown in the same figure.  The apex (i.e., most upstream location) of the crossflow dominated 

transition lobes on the side of the cone was found to be located at approximately φ = 60 degrees, in agreement with a 

previous prediction for the same cone at the same Mach number.6,8 The farthest downstream onset of transition is 

predicted to occur along the windward ray, i.e., at φ = 180 degrees and this location is farther downstream than the 

predicted transition for a zero angle of attack case (Fig. 5(i)). 

The predicted occurrence of a middle lobe in the transition front over the SC and FC bodies and its absence over 

the SSH body at P0 = 99kPa is in agreement with the experimentally observed transition fronts as shown in Fig. 2.  

However, while the measured transition front for the SSH body predicted later transition along the leeward ray, the 
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corresponding N-factor contours do predict a local minimum in the transition location along the leeward ray.  This 

discrepancy could perhaps be explained if the N-factor value correlating with crossflow induced transition over the 

side region is sufficiently smaller than the N-factor value correlating with transition due to first mode instability 

along the leeward ray. Such differences in N-factor correlations are easily possible due to differences in receptivity 

characteristics as well as nonlinear mechanisms related to the respective underlying instability mechanisms.  An 

additional difference between the predicted N-factor contours and the measured transition fronts corresponds to the 
weaker signature of the outer (crossflow) lobe in the measured transition front over the FC (Figs. 2(g) and 2(h)), 

such that there is a nearly monotonic downstream shift in the measured transition location at increasing azimuthal 

angles from the leeward ray.  This might have happened because the boundary layer flow along the azimuthal 

orientations corresponding to the inner portions of the crossflow transition lobes transitioned further upstream due to 

turbulent contamination from the earlier transition location along the leeward ray. 

 The numerically predicted N-factor values at the measured transition locations along the leeward ray and the 

farthest upstream location of the crossflow transition lobe (see Fig. 5) for the various flow configurations are 

summarized in Table 2.   It may be observed that the N-factors at the transition location along the leeward ray are 

always greater than 13.5 and, hence, are much higher than the N-factor value of 6.2 correlating with measured 

transition under axisymmetric conditions.   The latter value is consistent with the expectation that the correlating N-

factor for transition in axisymmetric flow over a cone would be significantly smaller than the range of N-factor 

values (N = 9 to 10) correlating with transition measurements for similar flows in a quiet tunnel.4 The increase in N- 
factor for transition along the leeward ray is much too large to be explained by the fact that the measured transition 

location is based on the middle of transition zone rather than with the transition onset location (which is only about 

10 percent upstream compared to the midpoint of transition zone).   

The reason for the extraordinarily high N-factors may be related to certain discrepancies between the computed 

and measured boundary layer profiles (not shown in this paper)．This conjecture does not reflect a lack of accuracy 

in the numerical computation, but a lack of sufficient information to model the flow distortions associated with the 

imperfections of the model tip and/or flow quality effects such as flow angularity, etc.   It is also possible that the 

spanwise gradients of the basic state, although zero along the leeward ray, become large enough in the immediate 

vicinity of the leeward plane to influence the disturbance evolution within the leeward plane. Furthermore, the 

receptivity mechanisms associated with the leeward flow could be weaker than those of the axisymmetric boundary 

layer, perhaps because of the somewhat higher frequencies of the instability modes, which could cause a delay in 

transition and lead to the higher N factors.  

The N-factor values at the apex of the experimentally inferred transition lobe on the side of the cone models are 
much lower than those along the leeward symmetry plane but are comparable to the N-factor at the measured 

transition location for first mode transition in the axisymmetric case SC-0deg-99 (Figure 10). The low N-factor 

values in the axisymmetric case as well as for the side lobe at the nonzero angle of attack are comparable to the N-

factor values correlating with previous transition measurements in conventional (i.e., noisy) facilities, in spite of the 

fact that the measured levels of free-stream acoustic fluctuations in the FWT and SWT2 facilities appear to be much 

lower than other conventional facilities.  The reasons behind the low N factors may be related to inaccuracies in 

determining transition locations from the IR measurement, imperfections in model geometry (anisotropy of nose tip, 

curvature discontinuity, small scale perturbations in surface geometry) and the potential presence of non-acoustic 

free-stream disturbances.    

 The  most amplified frequency predicted by the stability analysis was compared with the frequency spectrum of 

the experimentally observed surface pressure fluctuations for the SC-2deg-70 configuration (Fig. 6).  According to 
the envelope method, the most amplified disturbance at the kulite location had a frequency of more than 50kHz 

along the leeward and windward rays and about 40kHz at φ=90deg. This prediction is in fairly in good agreement 

with the measured spectrum at φ = 90deg, but larger than the measured peak along  the leeward ray. Along the 

windward ray, the disturbance amplitudes in the experiment are too small to be compared with theoretical 

predictions.  The reason for the discrepancy along the leeward ray could not be determined.  Even though the 

computed mean flow profiles were shown to be grid converged, at attempt to measure the boundary layer profiles 

along the leeward ray did reveal some differences from the computed mean flow profile.  However, whether or not 

those differences would have accounted for most of the observed discrepancies remains an open question.  Other 

reasons potentially contributing to this uncertainty were outlined in the context of the large values of N-factors along 

the leeward ray.  

B. Mode Tracking Method  
 An alternative to the envelope method for N-factor correlations is the mode tracking method.  Rather than 

maximizing the local growth rate over all disturbance wave numbers at a given frequency, the mode tracking 
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method uses the envelope of several N-factor curves, each of which corresponds to a nominally fixed disturbance 

entity in the form of a specified set of frequency-wave number combination.  Stability computations using the mode 

tracking approach were performed using the LASTRAC code.  An illustrative comparison of N-factor contours 

based on the mode tracking method with those obtained with the envelope method is shown in Fig. 10.  This 

comparison is made for the SC-2deg-99 configuration using basic states obtained for an adiabatic model surface; 

however, results of mode tracking analysis based on the isothermal condition (Tw/Tad ≈ 1.08) are also included.   The 
basic states for the mode tracking (LASTRAC) and envelope (LSTAB) analyses were obtained using two different 

mean flow solvers (VULCAN and UPACS, respectively) as described previously.  However, the mean flow profiles 
predicted by VULCAN and UPACS were in close agreement with each other, and hence the results in Fig. 10 may 

be assumed to represent the effects of the different methods of N-factor computation and, to a lesser degree, 

different stability codes used for the N-factor calculation. 

 

(a) SH-2deg-99 (b) SSH-2deg-99 

    
(c) SC-2deg-99 (d) FC-2deg-99 

    

 
Figure 8.  Mean velocity profiles along the leeward symmetry plane. 
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(a) boundary layer thickness δ (b) boundary layer profiles of 

streamwise velocity 

(c) boundary layer profiles of 

temperature 

  

Figure 9.  Comparison between UPACS and VULCAN based predictions of mean velocity characteristics 

along the leeward symmetry plane for SC-2deg-99 case. 

 
 

 
Figure 10.  Comparison between results of stability analysis for SC-2deg-99 configuration. 

 
Fig. 10 shows that, for the SC-2deg-99 configuration at least, the N-factor contours predicted by the envelope 

method are similar to those predicted by the mode tracking method, but some quantitative difeerences remain 

because of the different assumptions in computing the N-factor envelope. Furthermore, the thermal boundary 

condition also has a visible impact on the N-factor contours, especially away from the leeward plane of symmetry.  

The upstream shift in N-factor contours for the isothermal case reflects the destabilizing effect of increased wall 

temperature on both first mode and crossflow instabilities. Effectively, the isothermal condition leads to an increase 

in N-factor of between 1 and 2 in this case. 

 

VI. Summary and Concluding Remarks 

Boundary layer transition along the leeward symmetry plane of axisymmetric bodies at a non-zero angle of 

incidence in supersonic freestream was investigated via conventional facility experiments and numerical 
computations as part of joint research between JAXA and NASA. Transition over four axisymmetric bodies 

(namely, Sears-Haack body, semi-Sears-Haack body, straight cone and flared cone) with different streamwise 

pressure gradients was studied.  Experimental measurements included visualization of transition front via heat 

transfer distributions inferred from the surface temperature measurements using an IR camera, along with limited 
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measurements of surface pressure fluctuations and mean boundary layer profiles along the leeward symmetry plane.  

The measurements indicate that the boundary layer flow  along the leeward symmetry plane may transition earlier 

than that along the neighboring azimuthal locations when the streamwise pressure gradient is zero or adverse. The 

earlier transition along the leeward ray under non-favorable axial pressure gradients is consistent with the 

computational predictions which indicate increasingly thicker and more strongly inflectional (and correspondingly 

more unstable) boundary layer profiles along the leeward symmetry plane as the streamwise pressure gradient 
becomes relatively more adverse.  The destabilizing effect of pressure gradient on the boundary layer flow within 

the leeward plane is analogous to that in purely two-dimensional (or axisymmetric) boundary layer flows.  However, 

in the present context, it is caused by the three-dimensional dynamics associated with increasing build-up of 

secondary flow along the leeward plane under an adverse axial pressure gradient.  In other words, the same 

configurations do not display such dramatic effect of the body shape on boundary layer stability under zero-angle-

of-attack conditions.  Computations also confirm the weakened instability of the boundary layer flow along the 

leeward symmetry plane under a sufficiently strong favorable pressure gradient.  Additional analysis is necessary to 

establish whether turbulent contamination from the adjacent region of crossflow dominated transition might play a 

role during transition along the leeward plane under favorable pressure gradient.   

To our knowledge, this paper provides the first IR based global measurements of boundary layer transition over a 

yawed circular cone in the supersonic regime, albeit with a significant uncertainty in the quantitative data pertaining 

to transition locations.  More significantly, the profound effect of axial pressure gradient on transition behavior 
along the leeward symmetry plane of slender axisymmetric bodies at a nonzero angle of incidence has been 

demonstrated for the first time.    

The present work has also identified certain discrepancies between the predicted N-factor contours and the 

experimentally observed transition fronts for certain cases, as well as indicating rather high N-factor values for 

leeward transition even in a conventional facility  These discrepancies indicate the potential sensitivity of  boundary 

layer transition along the leeward symmetry plane to external disturbances and/or turbulent contamination and 

thereby underscore the limitations of N-factor correlations for boundary layer flow involving multiple instability 

mechanisms. The need to perform more detailed measurements of leeward line transition, both in terms of basic 

state profiles and the boundary layer perturbations, especially in a low disturbance environment, is also highlighted 

by the present findings.  Resolving these discrepancies and addressing the need for more definitive  measurements 

are important topics for future work and are likely to be targeted in the course of future experiments in NASA’s 
supersonic low disturbance tunnel.  
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